Index Terms-Cooperative diversity, space-time block coding, multiple antennas, fading channels, pairwise error probability.
can be combined with the latter diversity techniques. The conventional way of exploiting spatial diversity is to employ multiple co-located antennas at the transmitter and/or at the receiver. Through the deployment of suitably designed spacetime codes [1] [2] [3] diversity and/or multiplexing gains can be achieved at no cost in terms of transmission time and bandwidth expansion.
An alternative form of spatial diversity referred as "cooperative diversity" [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] has been recently proposed to realize diversity advantages in a distributed manner. Cooperative diversity exploits the broadcast nature of wireless transmission and creates a virtual (distributed) antenna array through cooperating nodes. In cooperative diversity (which is also known as user cooperation), the source terminal is assigned one or more partner terminals (relays) which are willing to share their physical resources. The relays process the signals overheard from the source terminal and retransmit them toward the destination. Two common relaying techniques are decodeand-forward (DaF) and amplify-and-forward (AaF). In DaF relaying, the relay terminal decodes its received signal and then re-encodes it (possibly using a different codebook) for transmission to the destination. On the other hand, in AaF relaying, the relay terminal retransmits a scaled version of the received signal without any attempt to decode it. AaF relaying can be furthered categorized based on the availability of channel state information (CSI) at the relay terminal. In CSI-assisted AaF scheme [6] , the relay uses instantaneous CSI of the S → R link to scale its received noisy signal before forwarding. This ensures that the same output power is maintained for each realization. On the other hand, blind AaF scheme [9] , [10] does not have access to CSI and employs fixed power constraint. This ensures that an average output power is maintained, but allows for the instantaneous output power to be much larger than the average. Although blind AaF relaying is not expected to perform as good as the CSI-assisted counterpart, the elimination of channel estimation at the relay terminal promises low complexity implementation and makes it attractive from a practical point of view.
Besides the relaying technique, another design choice in cooperative diversity schemes is the cooperation protocol. In their pioneering work [8] , Laneman et al. consider a user cooperation scenario where the source signal is transmitted to a destination terminal through L − 1 half-duplex relay terminals and demonstrate that the receiver achieves a diversity order of L. Their cooperation protocol is built upon a twophase transmission scheme. In the first phase (i.e., broadcasting phase), the source broadcasts to the destination and relay terminals. In the second phase (i.e., relaying phase), 1536 -1276/08$25.00 c 2008 IEEE the relays transmit processed version of their received signals to the destination using either orthogonal sub-channels (repetition based cooperative diversity) or the same sub-channel (space-time coded cooperative diversity). Space-time coded cooperative diversity uses conventional orthogonal space-time block codes (STBCs) in a distributed fashion among the relay nodes. Nabar et al. [10] establish a unified framework for user cooperation protocols in single-relay wireless networks. They quantify achievable performance gains for distributed schemes in an analogy to conventional co-located multiantenna configurations. Specifically, they analyze three different protocols named Protocol I, Protocol II, and Protocol III which correspond to traditional MIMO (multi-input-multioutput), SIMO (single-input-multi-output) and MISO (multiinput-single-output) schemes, respectively. In Protocol I, the source terminal communicates with the relay and destination terminals during the first signaling interval. In the second signaling interval, both the relay and source terminals communicate with the destination terminal. It has been demonstrated in an independent work by Azarian et al. [11] that such a protocol is optimum in terms of diversity-multiplexing tradeoff. Protocol I is referred in [11] as "non-orthogonal amplify and forward (NAF) protocol". In Protocol II, the source terminal communicates with the relay and destination terminals in the first time slot. In the second time slot, only the relay terminal communicates with the destination. Protocol II is basically the same cooperation protocol proposed by Laneman et al. in [8] . Protocol III is essentially similar to Protocol I except that the destination terminal does not receive from the source during the first time slot. It can be noticed from the descriptions of protocols that the signal transmitted to both the relay and destination terminals is the same over the two time slots in Protocol II. Therefore, classical space-time code construction does not apply to Protocol II. On the other hand, Protocol I and Protocol III can transmit different signals to the relay and destination terminals. Hence, the conventional STBCs can be easily applied to these protocols in a distributed fashion. It should be recalled that the use of STBC has been also proposed by Laneman et al. in [8] for Protocol II. Their proposed use of STBC however implements coding across the relay nodes assuming a scenario with more than one relay and differs from the STBC setup in [10] which involves the source terminal in a single-relay scenario.
While most of the current literature on user cooperation is built upon the assumption that user nodes are equipped with a single antenna, there have been some recent results which exploit further the benefits of multiple antenna deployment. It is fairly easy to deploy nodes with multiple antennas in infrastructure-based fixed relay networks [12] which has recently spawned a surge of interest in MIMO relaying [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In [13] , Wang et al. derive upper and lower bounds on the capacity of MIMO relay channels and demonstrate significant capacity gains. Their work, however, is based on some idealistic assumptions such as full-duplex relays and availability of channel state information at the transmitter side. Yiu et al. [14] consider distributed STBC with multiple antennas at the relay and destination terminals extending their own work in [15] . Under the assumption that there are L active relays each of which is equipped with M T antennas, a destination node with N antennas and an underlying distributed STBC of size K × L 1 (K: Number of time slots, L 1 ≥ L), it has been shown in [14] that a diversity order of min(L 1 N, M T LN ) can be achieved for DaF relaying. The set-up in [14] assumes an error-free source-torelay link and only focuses on the relaying phase. In [16] , we have investigated the impact of receive diversity on the error rate performance of AaF relaying. Specifically, we have shown that the diversity order over the relaying path is governed by the link which has smaller diversity order. Jing et al. [17] consider AaF relaying and investigate the application of linear dispersion space-time codes across multiple-antenna nodes. Their conclusion on the diversity order bottleneck is consistent with our results reported in [16] .
In this paper, we consider a single-relay cooperative network and present a comprehensive performance analysis to demonstrate the effect of multiple antennas for different relaying techniques. We investigate various scenarios which involve relay location and power control assumptions imposed on cooperating nodes. Specifically, we consider Protocol II with blind AaF, CSI-assisted AaF, DaF relaying and derive pairwise error probability (PEP) expressions quantifying analytically the impact of multiple antenna deployment at the source, relay and/or destination terminals on the diversity order for each of the relaying methods under consideration. We consider a user cooperation scenario where the source and destination terminals are equipped with M T and N antennas, respectively. 1 In practical scenarios, the same antenna elements can be used for transmission and reception, therefore, it is reasonable to assume M R =M T . It makes practical sense to further assume M R =M T =M S since source and relay terminals are cooperating nodes designed for a given application, therefore typically share the same physical features. The purpose of assigning different variables for antenna numbers is solely to distinguish their effect on the diversity order. 2 We should reemphasize that Protocol II is distributed SIMO implementation. The deployment of conventional STBC for underlying links in our model should not be confused with either distributed STBC implementation of [10] where STBC is applied to Protocols I and III to implement distributed MIMO and MISO configurations for single-relay networks or distributed STBC use of [8] in Protocol II across the relay nodes for multi-relay networks. indicate that R → D link determines the diversity order attributable to the relaying path (i.e., N M T ) for DaF and CSI-assisted AaF schemes while the minimum of diversity orders experienced in S → R and R → D links becomes the bottleneck for relaying path in the blind AaF scheme.
• CSI-assisted AaF, blind AaF, and DaF schemes achieve diversity orders of 
II. TRANSMISSION MODEL
We consider a wireless communication scenario where the source terminal S transmits information to the destination terminal D with the assistance of a single relay terminal R (c.f. Fig.1 ). Whether or not the CSI of S → R link is available at the relay terminal depends on the relaying technique: In blind AaF relaying, no CSI is available at the relay while DaF and CSI-assisted AaF assume perfect CSI at the relay terminal. In CSI-assisted AaF, the destination terminal is assumed to have perfect CSI of S → D, S → R, and R → D links. On the other hand, in blind AaF relaying, the destination terminal has CSI of S → D and concatenated S → R → D links, but does not need explicit access to S → R link fading coefficient. In DaF relaying, the destination terminal has CSI of S → D and S → R → D links. Our transmission model is built upon Protocol II [8] , [10] : In the first K time slots, i.e., broadcast phase, the source terminal communicates with the relay and destination terminals relying on an orthogonal STBC [2] , [3] with a rate of Q/K designed for M transmit antennas 3 . In the next δK time slots, i.e., relaying phase, only the relay terminal communicates with the destination relying on the same orthogonal STBC 4 . Here, δ = 1 for CSI-assisted AaF and DaF, and δ = M T for blind AaF relaying. The destination then performs maximum likelihood (ML) decoding on the signals received from the source and relay over (δ + 1)K time slots.
Let h 
where x i,k is the STBC-encoded modulation symbol sent from the i th transmit antenna in time interval k. Similarly, the received signals at the m th (m = 1, 2, ..., M R ) receive antenna of the relay terminal are given by
In matrix notation, we can rewrite (2) as
where H SR,m is the S → R link channel matrix with
T denotes the codeword vector, and
T represents the noise vector. During the relaying phase, the received signals processed at the relay terminal are forwarded to the destination terminal. The type of processing depends on the deployed relaying technique. In the following, we present the signal models for CSI-assisted AaF, blind AaF, and DaF relaying techniques.
A. CSI-assisted AaF relaying
In CSI-assisted AaF relaying, the relay terminal is assumed to have perfect knowledge of S → R fading coefficients. The relay terminal first performs spatio-temporal filtering and then combines the resulting signals to yield
where
1/2 with v as a constant which depends on the choice of the orthogonal code 5 . Alternatively, we can write (4) as
where x q denotes the q th entry of the data vector x and η q is the q th entry of the filtered noise vector
which is still complex Gaussian with zero-mean and variance
1/2 to ensure the unity of average energy at the relay output, we obtain
The resulting signals y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y Q are encoded by an STBC with rate of Q/K and sent to the destination terminal. Let y m,l denote the STBC-encoded modulation symbols transmitted from the m th antenna at time slot l. Noting δ = 1, the received signals at the destination terminal are given by
for l = K + 1, K + 2, ..., 2K, and j = 1, 2, ..., N . The destination terminal applies spatio-temporal matched filtering to the received signal vector, i.e., multiplying
where the filtered noiseη q j is still zero-mean complex Gaussian. Replacing (6) in (8), we obtain
where the effective noise term is defined as
5 For Alamouti scheme, v=1. For G3 and G4 codes of [2] , v=2 6 The filtered noise vector is given by
Due to the orthogonality of the channel matrix H SR,m , the entries of η are still white, i.e.,
which is complex Gaussian (conditioned on β SR,m and β RD,j ) with zero mean and variance of
The destination terminal normalizes the received signal given by (8) with
where α j is defined by
The received signals at N receive antennas of the destination terminal, i.e.,r q D,j , j = 1, ..., N are then fed to the ML decoder.
B. Blind AaF relaying
In blind AaF relaying, the relay terminal does not have the knowledge of the S → R fading coefficients. Therefore, unlike CSI-assisted AaF relaying, coherent combining of received space-time coded signals through spatio-temporal filtering is not feasible. Here, we simply assume that the relay forwards the received signals after proper normalization. Each of the received signal, i.e. r 
for
Replacing (2) in (14) and noting m = t, we obtain
where the effective noise term n t,l D,j is given as
which is complex Gaussian (conditioned on h t RD,j ) with zero mean and variance of
The destination terminal normalizes the received signal given by (15) with
whereñ t,l D,j turns out to be zero-mean complex Gaussian with variance N 0 /2 per dimension and the scaling factor γ t j is defined as 
C. DaF relaying
Conventional DaF relaying is known to suffer from error propagation leading to error floors if SNR in the S → R link is poor. There have been several attempts in the literature to improve the performance of DaF protocol. Among others, Laneman et al. [6] have considered adaptive DaF relaying in which the relay terminal decodes the received signals if the instantaneous SNR at the relay terminal is greater than a certain threshold. Such an adaptive relaying technique overcomes the main limitations of fixed conventional relaying although no optimality is claimed. Recently, in [11] , Azarian et al. have proposed a dynamic DaF protocol where the relay decodes only if the accumulated mutual information between its received signal and the source signal exceeds a certain rate. They have shown that the proposed protocol is optimum in a certain range of multiplexing gains. In our work, mainly due to mathematical convenience, we consider the adaptive DaF relaying proposed in [6] . We assume that instantaneous SNR values of the underlying links are available at the destination terminal. The threshold value is chosen as γ th = γ SD + γ RD where γ SD = If this condition is satisfied, the destination terminal asks the relay to engage in forwarding. The relay feeds its decoded data into an STBC-encoder for transmission to the destination terminal. In this case, the received signals at the destination terminal can be written as
for l = K + 1, ..., 2K, and j = 1, ..., N . In (20) , y m,l denotes the STBC-encoded modulation symbol transmitted from the relay's m th transmit antenna in time slot l. The received signals at N receive antennas of the destination terminal, i.e., r l D,j , j = 1, ..., N are then fed to the ML decoder.
III. DIVERSITY GAIN ANALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the achievable diversity gains (orders) for each of the considered relaying techniques through the derivation of PEP expressions. Diversity order is defined as the negative of the asymptotic slope of the PEP [1] . Defining the transmitted codeword vector from the source and the erroneously-decoded codeword vector at the destination terminal, respectively, as
T , the conditional PEP is given by
assuming ML decoding. Here, Q(.) is the Gaussian-Q function and d 2 (x,x) denotes the Euclidean distance between x and x. Applying the standard Chernoff bound to (21), we obtain
A. PEP for CSI-assisted AaF relaying
The Euclidean distance d 2 (x,x) for AaF relaying can be written as
where α j is earlier defined by (13) ,
the eigenvalue of the codeword difference matrix, and
RD,j term, the derivation of a general PEP expression becomes analytically difficult without any assumptions imposed on the SNR in the underlying links. In the following, we consider various power control scenarios and analyze the resulting diversity orders.
Scenario 1 (Balanced S → D and R → D links and high SNR in S → R link ):
We assume that S → R link experiences a high SNR which corresponds to a practical scenario where relay is located close the source. Conditioned on |h m RD,j |, the noise terms at different receive antennas of the destination terminal, c.f., (10) , are still Gaussian, but no longer spatially white. However, due to the high SNR assumption in the link, we can safely assume that the correlation of noise terms is negligible. We further assume power control between source and relay terminals such that S → D and R → D links are balanced, i.e.,
Under these assumptions, the scaling factor in (13) 
(24) Substituting (24) in (22) and taking the expectation with respect to h m RD,j and h i SD,j which are Rayleigh distributed and assuming E SD /N 0 >> 1, we find PEP as
It is observed from (25) that the diversity order achieved by CSI-assisted AaF relaying in this scenario is
Scenario 2 (Balanced S → D and S → R links and high SNR in R → D link):
We now assume that R → D link experiences a high SNR which is likely to occur in practical scenarios when the relay is close to the destination terminal. We further assume that S → D and S → R links are balanced, i.e., E RD /N 0 >> E SD /N 0 = E SR /N 0 . As in Scenario 1, the noise terms at different receive antennas of the destination terminal are spatially correlated. Thus, to simplify performance analysis, we assume that the number of receive antennas at the destination terminal seen by the S → R → D link is equal to unity 7 . Under this assumption, the scaling factor in (13) can be approximated as
Substituting ( 
(27) The achievable diversity order in this scenario is therefore
This indicates that the diversity order achieved in Scenario 2 is higher than that of Scenario 1 provided that M > N.
Scenario 3 (Poor SNR in S → R link):
In Scenario 1, we have assumed that SNR in S → R link is sufficiently large, i.e., E SR /N 0 >> E SD /N 0 = E RD /N 0 . Now, we consider the limiting case of E SR /N 0 → 0 (we still assume E SD /N 0 = E RD /N 0 >> 1). Under this scenario, d
2 (x,x) is given by (26). Following similar steps as in Scenario 2, we obtain the PEP as
7 It has been observed through a Monte-Carlo simulation experiment that this assumption does not affect the diversity order since the number of antennas seen by S → D link becomes the determining factor for this scenario.
Due to the limiting case of E SR /N 0 → 0, the first term in this case evidently dominates the performance. Therefore, the diversity order is limited to the diversity of the noncooperative case given by N M S .
Scenario 4 (Non-fading R → D link):
Now, we focus on the case where the channel between the relay and the destination terminals is AWGN, i.e., h RD = 1. Physically, this assumption corresponds to a case where the destination and relay terminals are static and have a very strong line-of-sight connection. Further assuming that S → D and R → D links are balanced and high SNR in the S → R link, d
2 (x,x) reduces to
Substituting (29) in (22) and taking the expectation with respect to h i SD,j which is Rayleigh distributed, we find PEP as
(30) Here, the exponential term becomes dominant and, therefore, the diversity order is large and can not be determined by an integer value anymore, i.e., an AWGN-like performance is observed.
B. PEP for blind AaF relaying
Given (1) and (18), the Euclidean distance d 2 (x,x) for blind AaF relaying can be written as
Similar to the CSI-assisted AaF relaying case, the derivation of a general PEP expression becomes difficult without any assumptions imposed on the SNRs of the underlying links. In the following, we consider the aforementioned scenarios in the previous section and analyze the resulting diversity orders.
Scenario 1 (High SNR in S → R link and balanced S → D and R → D links):
Following steps detailed in the Appendix, we obtain the PEP expressions as
It can be observed from (32)-(34) that the maximum achievable diversity order is given by
This illustrates that the smaller of diversity orders experienced in S → R and R → D links becomes the performance bottleneck for the relaying path.
Comparison to (25) further reveals that CSI-assisted AaF and blind AaF relaying yield the same diversity order, provided that M S N .
Scenario 2 (High SNR in R → D link and balanced S → D and S → R links):
Under these assumptions, γ t j can be approximated as γ
Similar to our earlier analysis for CSI-assisted AaF, we assume the number of receive antennas seen by the S → R → D link is equal to one to simplify the performance analysis. The Euclidean distance can be then written as 
The diversity order in this scenario is M S (M T + N ) which is obviously either equal or larger than the diversity order observed for the previous scenario, i.e.,
Scenario 3 (Poor SNR in S → R link): For the limiting case of E SR
is given by (35). Following similar steps as in Scenario 2, we find the PEP expression as ) is assumed, the first term becomes dominant. Therefore, it can be easily concluded that the diversity order in (37) is limited to N M S as observed for CSI-assisted case. This indicates that for poor inter-user channel, the performance of blind AaF relaying is limited to that of the non-cooperative case, i.e., direct transmission.
Scenario 4 (Non-fading
2 (x,x) can be written as
Substituting (38) in (22), taking the expectation with respect to h i SD,j and h i SR,t which are Rayleigh distributed, and assuming E SD /N 0 >> 1, we find PEP as
.
It can be observed that the diversity order for a non-fading
Comparison to (30) reveals that CSI-assisted AaF significantly performs better than blind AaF relaying under non-fading link assumption.
C. PEP for DaF relaying
For adaptive DaF relaying under consideration, end-to-end PEP is given by (40) at the top of this page. In (40), f (x) denotes the relay output, P (f (x), x) is the PEP when cooperation is employed given that the codeword is decoded incorrectly at the relay terminal, P (x,x) denotes the PEP when cooperation is employed given that the codeword is decoded correctly at the relay terminal, and P S→R (x, f (x)) is the PEP over the S → R link. For γ SR < γ th , end-to-end PEP is simply restricted to P S→D (x,x) which represents the PEP of the direct transmission. To simplify the performance analysis, we can upper bound P (x,x) end−to−end as given in (41) which can be found at the top of this page, where we have used fact P (f (x),x) ≤ 1.
Scenario 1 (High SNR in the S → R link and balanced S → D and R → D links):
Since E SR /N 0 >> E SD /N 0 , we can assume that P S→R (x, f(x)) → 0. Therefore, (41) can be approximated as P (x,x) end−to−end ≤ P (x,x). The Euclidean distance in this case is given as
Substituting (42) in (22), taking the expectation with respect to h i SD,j and h t RD,j which are Rayleigh distributed, and assuming E SD /N 0 >> 1, we find PEP as 
Scenario
Blind AaF CSI-assisted AaF
We observe that DaF relaying is able to achieve a diversity order of N (M S + M T ) which is the same as that of CSIassisted AaF relaying under the same scenario.
Scenario 2 (High SNR in the R → D link and balanced S → R and S → D links):
This scenario imposes the assumption of E SR /N 0 = E SD /N 0 << E RD /N 0 , therefore we have P (γ SR < γ th ) ≈ 1. It can be therefore easily concluded that the diversity order is simply limited to the non-cooperative case, i.e., M N .
Scenario 3 (Poor SNR in the S → R link):
When the inter-user channel has a very poor quality, we have P (γ SR < γ th ) ≈ 1 and, therefore, P (x,x) end−to−end = P S→D (x,x). The final PEP is then obtained as
Consequently, for poor inter-user channel, similar to the other two relaying protocols, the performance is again limited to the non-cooperative scenario.
Scenario 4 (Non-fading R → D link):
Under the assumption of E SR /N 0 >> E SD /N 0 and E SD /N 0 = E RD /N 0 >> 1, we observe that P (γ SR ≥ γ th ) ≈ 1, hence, we can assume that P S→R (x, f (x)) ≈ 0 which yields P (x,x) end−to−end ≤ P (x,x). For h RD = 1, the Euclidean distance is given as
It can be easily verified that (45) has a similar form to (29). Therefore, the PEP is found as
We observe from (46) that the exponential term dominates and provides an AWGN-like performance similar to our observation for CSI-assisted AaF relaying under non-fading R → D link assumption. For the convenience of the reader, Table I tabulates the diversity orders of CSI-assisted AaF, blind AaF and DaF in the all aforementioned scenarios.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present Monte-Carlo simulation results for cooperative transmission systems which have been described and analyzed in this paper. We employ 4-PSK modulation and consider the aforementioned scenarios with the following numerical values:
• Scenario 1: E SR /N 0 =35dB (unless otherwise indicated) and E SD = E RD .
• Scenario 2: E RD /N 0 =35dB and E SD = E SR .
• Scenario 3: E SR /N 0 =0dB and E SD = E RD .
• Scenario 4: E SR /N 0 =35dB (unless otherwise indicated), E SD = E RD , and non-fading R → D. In Fig. 2 expressions in (32)-(34). To further confirm our diversity order analysis, we also include the performance for M R = M T = 1 while keeping M S = 1. It is clearly seen that the achievable diversity order in this case is 3. For Scenario 2 where S → R and S → D links are balanced, it is observed that the diversity order is 6 for (M = 2 , N = 1), confirming our PEP derivation of (36). For poor inter-user channel (Scenario 3), the diversity order of blind AaF scheme is limited to M S N , i.e., the diversity order of non-cooperative transmission confirming our observation in (37). On the other hand, in the presence of nonfading R → D link with M = 2 and N = 1, it is observed that the diversity order is 6 confirming our observation in (39) for Scenario 4. In Fig. 3 , we investigate the performance of blind AaF scheme assuming moderate SNR values in the S → R link. Specifically, we consider Scenarios 1 and 4 under the assumption of E SR /N 0 = 10dB and 15dB. For comparison purpose, we include the performance plots associated with E SR /N 0 = 35dB. It is observed from Fig. 3 that the slopes of performance curves (i.e., diversity order) are still preserved for E SR /N 0 = 15dB. However, loss in diversity order is observed when E SR /N 0 reduces to 10dB. In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the SER performance of the CSIassisted AaF relaying scheme. For Scenario 1 with (M = 2, N = 1) and (M = 3, N = 1), we observe diversity orders of 4 and 6, respectively, confirming the diversity order of N (M T + M S ) observed from our PEP expression in (25). For Scenario 2 with (M = 2 , N = 1) the diversity order is 6, confirming our observation in (27). For Scenario 4 with the non-fading R → D link, we observe a rapid steep which is expected due to the presence of the exponential term in (30). For Scenario 3, the diversity order remains limited to the diversity order of non-cooperative transmission, confirming our observation in (28). In Fig. 5 , we investigate the performance of CSI-assisted AaF scheme assuming moderate SNR values in S → R link. Under the assumption of E SR /N 0 = 15dB, full diversity order is observed for Scenarios 1 and 4. On the other hand, diversity order loss is observed for E SR /N 0 = 10dB similar to the earlier observation for the blind scheme.
In Fig. 6 , we present the SER performance of the DaF relaying scheme. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 for Scenario 1 reveals that DaF and CSI-assisted AaF protocols yield identical performance, confirming our observations in (25), (30), (43), and (46). For E SR /N 0 = 0dB (Scenario 3), both DaF and CSI-assisted AaF achieve the same diversity order, but the latter outperforms due to additional coding gain. For Scenario 2, DaF relaying suffers from relay's assumed location under the considered scenario. Its performance is limited to the noncooperative case and is therefore significantly outperformed by CSI-assisted AaF relaying.
In Fig. 7 , we present the SER performance of DaF scheme for moderate SNR values in S → R link, i.e., E SR /N 0 = 10 and 15dB. For E SR /N 0 = 15dB, the performance degradation with respect to E SR /N 0 = 35dB is small. However, for E SR /N 0 = 10dB, the performance is severely degraded and a loss in diversity order is observed as DaF scheme suffers from error propagation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated performance of three relaying schemes in a cooperative scenario in which the cooperating nodes are equipped with multiple antennas and 
Due to high SNR assumption in the S → R link, we assume that the correlation of noise terms at different receive antennas of the destination terminal is negligible. Introducing 
The unconditional PEP can be obtained as [18] P (x,x) ≤ ΦY 1 (ω)| jω=−
where Φ Y1 (ω) and Φ Y t 
where the first term can be further ignored under high SNR assumption. In the following, we will derive the PEP expression for three cases: 
where f Z t 1 (z t 1 ) is the probability density function (pdf) of Z [20] where Γ (.) denotes the gamma function [21] . This leads to
Γ (N )
Assuming E SD /N 0 >> 1 and using the integral form given by [21] , we obtain
Substituting (54) and (51) 
Substituting (57) and (51) in (50), we find the final PEP expression as given in (34).
